The Rise of Preprints
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I will attempt to provide a series of informative answers to ill-posed questions,
and to dispel the usual misconceptions, misinformation, and misgivings.

ASAP BIO at HHMI - 16 Feb 2016

Déjà vu all over again
PG, HMS Beagle: The BioMedNet Magazine, Issue 61 (3 Sep 1999):
“My own involvement in what evolved to become the current NIH proposal was a talk I gave in December '98 at
the Banbury Center in Cold Spring Harbor, where I encouraged the biological and life scientists present to move in
the direction of broader global archiving systems. (And frankly the participants at this meeting, many very
dissatisﬁed with the current system, needed vanishingly little encouragement -- it's thrilling if the biomedical people
are ready to join the 1990s, better late than never...) I described how the Los Alamos e-print archives, since their
inception in '91 (where "e-print" denotes self-archiving by the author), have become a major forum for
dissemination of results in physics and mathematics, and suggested some of what we foresee as the advantages of a
uniﬁed global archive for research in these ﬁelds. I also pointed out that these e-print archives are entirely scientist
driven, and are ﬂexible enough either to co-exist with the pre-existing publication system, or help it evolve to
something better optimized for researcher needs. In particular, the rapid dissemination they provide is not in the
least inconsistent with concurrent or post facto peer review, and in the long run provides a possible framework for
a far more functional archival structuring of the literature than is provided by current peer review methodology.
The subsequent direct NIH involvement became an enormous opportunity to build on the existing resources at
NCBI, and a potential model for other funding agencies, provided major miscues could be avoided. My primary
comments since have been simply to encourage direct communication to the target scientists, trying to ensure
their direct support and participation, rather than dealing through intermediaries whose vested interests might
hinder more rapid progress. …”

… [every two years or so] …

Geneticists eye the potential of arXiv, Nature 488,19(2012), 31 July 2012
“It’s wonderful if biologists are belatedly joining the late twentieth century,” he quips.
“Welcome to the party; better late than never.”
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Catchup

Computing Research Repository (CoRR new, recent, abs, find)
includes (see detailed description): Architecture; Artificial Intelligence; Computation and
Language; Computational Complexity; Computational Engineering, Finance, and Science;
Computational Geometry; Computer Science and Game Theory; Computer Vision and Pattern
Recognition; Computers and Society; Cryptography and Security; Data Structures and
Algorithms; Databases; Digital Libraries; Discrete Mathematics; Distributed, Parallel, and
Cluster Computing; General Literature; Graphics; Human-Computer Interaction; Information
Retrieval; Information Theory; Learning; Logic in Computer Science; Mathematical Software;
Multiagent Systems; Multimedia; Networking and Internet Architecture; Neural and
Evolutionary Computing; Numerical Analysis; Operating Systems; Other; Performance;
Programming Languages; Robotics; Software Engineering; Sound; Symbolic Computation

Help

11 Nov 2004: New CoRR interface introduced for our cs users.
29 Sep 2004: Search engine for user help pages installed.
For more info, see cumulative "What’s New" pages.
Robots Beware: indiscriminate automated downloads from this site are not permitted.

Physics

Quantitative Biology

Astrophysics (astro-ph new, recent, abs, find)
Condensed Matter (cond-mat new, recent, abs, find)
includes: Disordered Systems and Neural Networks; Materials Science; Mesoscopic Systems
and Quantum Hall Effect; Other; Soft Condensed Matter; Statistical Mechanics; Strongly
Correlated Electrons; Superconductivity
General Relativity and Quantum Cosmology (gr-qc new, recent, abs, find)
High Energy Physics - Experiment (hep-ex new, recent, abs, find)
High Energy Physics - Lattice (hep-lat new, recent, abs, find)
High Energy Physics - Phenomenology (hep-ph new, recent, abs, find)
High Energy Physics - Theory (hep-th new, recent, abs, find)
Mathematical Physics (math-ph new, recent, abs, find)
Nuclear Experiment (nucl-ex new, recent, abs, find)
Nuclear Theory (nucl-th new, recent, abs, find)
Physics (physics new, recent, abs, find)
includes (see detailed description): Accelerator Physics; Atmospheric and Oceanic Physics;
Atomic Physics; Atomic and Molecular Clusters; Biological Physics; Chemical Physics;
Classical Physics; Computational Physics; Data Analysis, Statistics and Probability; Fluid
Dynamics; General Physics; Geophysics; History of Physics; Instrumentation and Detectors;
Medical Physics; Optics; Physics Education; Physics and Society; Plasma Physics; Popular
Physics; Space Physics
Quantum Physics (quant-ph new, recent, abs, find)

Quantitative Biology (q-bio new, recent, abs, find)
includes (see detailed description): Biomolecules; Cell Behavior; Genomics; Molecular
Networks; Neurons and Cognition; Other; Populations and Evolution; Quantitative Methods;
Subcellular Processes; Tissues and Organs

About arXiv
some related and unrelated servers (including arXiv mirror sites)
RSS feeds are now available for individual archives and categories.
today’s usage for arXiv.org (not including mirrors)
some info on delivery type [src] and potential problems
arXiv Advisory Board
available macros and brief description
available help on submitting and retrieving papers
some background blurb, including invited talk at UNESCO HQ (Paris, 21 Feb ’96), update Sep
’96
some info on hypertex

Mathematics

arXiv is an e-print service in the fields of physics,
mathematics, non-linear science, computer science, and
quantitative biology. The contents of arXiv conform to Cornell
University academic standards. arXiv is owned, operated and
funded by Cornell University, a private not-for-profit
educational institution. arXiv is also partially funded by the
National Science Foundation.

Mathematics (math new, recent, abs, find)
includes (see detailed description): Algebraic Geometry; Algebraic Topology; Analysis of
PDEs; Category Theory; Classical Analysis and ODEs; Combinatorics; Commutative Algebra;
Complex Variables; Differential Geometry; Dynamical Systems; Functional Analysis; General
Mathematics; General Topology; Geometric Topology; Group Theory; History and Overview;
K-Theory and Homology; Logic; Mathematical Physics; Metric Geometry; Number Theory;
Numerical Analysis; Operator Algebras; Optimization and Control; Probability; Quantum
Algebra; Representation Theory; Rings and Algebras; Spectral Theory; Statistics; Symplectic
Geometry

The Cornell University Library acknowledges the support of Sun Microsystems and U.S. Department
of Energy’s Office of Scientific and Technical Information (providers of the E-Print Alert Service,
which automatically notifies users of the latest information posted on arXiv and other related
databases).

Nonlinear Sciences

www-admin@arxiv.org

Nonlinear Sciences (nlin new, recent, abs, find)
includes (see detailed description): Adaptation and Self-Organizing Systems; Cellular Automata
and Lattice Gases; Chaotic Dynamics; Exactly Solvable and Integrable Systems; Pattern
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Submissions / month, ’91 - ’16

arXiv.org

•

e-mail interface started August 1991

•
•
•

download data available from start
WWW usage logs starting from 1993

1,120,000 full text documents (with full graphics), 15 Feb 2016

•
•

physics, mathematics, q-bio, non-linear, computer science
growing at >110,000 new submissions per year
(est. ⇒ > 1,220,000 at end of 2016, 1.75M by end 2020)

•
•

hundreds of millions of full text downloads per year
hundreds of thousands of distinct users per day

Submissions / year

Yes, arXiv has had a biology sector since 2003
http://arxiv.org/archive/q-bio

(over 11,000 submissions + recent growth)

Now taken for granted

But once cutting edge:

abstract page as hub
author names linked to search index
compressed ps and later pdf as network transmission format
foreshadowed web 2.0
cloud service

...

Surprises along the way
Google, Wikipedia, Facebook, Twitter

• power of crowdsourcing
We’re still using TeX ?!?

• slow move to article formats and capabilities better adapted to
network transmission
Scholarly publishing as a whole still remains in transition

• (no consensus on the best way to implement quality control, how to
fund it, and how to integrate data and other tools needed for
scientific reproducibility, and still metastable w.r.t. arXiv/open access)
It’s a commercial network.

But Why?
It is the primary mode of communication
for many of these ﬁelds
For some, crucial at multiple stages:
from early dissemination, to improvement,
to medium term visibility,
to archival ﬁndability

Web 2.0

In 2005 Congress Passed Law Requiring Users to Post to Youtube ...

Used to Stake Priority Claim
Can’t get scooped if Public
Oldenburg, Philosophical Transactions (1665)
(stake property rights)
Vale/Hyman: journal pub dates can obscure priority
preprint and publication equivalent from
standpoint of priority claim
physics nobel prize delayed …
ﬁelds medal, millenium prize
can’t be scooped. let’s agree it’s non sequitur

Metastable Equilibrium?
Still using both systems in parallel
(Not just inertia — why not?)
sometimes pre-, sometimes post-, sometimes simul
’07-’14 data (HEP): > 80% with journal ref
vast majority of rest subject to some form of review
(conf proceedings, theses, lecture notes)
(so of course it’s not the great unwashed masses)

But is it safe?
arXiv was on-line long before any journals,
so would have been impossible to forbid back then
and hasn’t happened since:
remember journals can’t risk alienating authors
so have to work with rather than dictate community practice

used in CV for jobs and grants
as evidence of recent productivity
(regularly used, e.g., for NSF grants [search the site]
and as part of press releases, …)

Irreproducibility?
(i.e., even worse than currently?)
in general, no decrease in quality
have to be even more careful…
(risk of embarrassment even greater)

Obligatory added Thomas Jefferson quote:
“The price of freedom is eternal vigilance.”

applied machine learning…

Jul ’14 - Jun ’15

(1407-1506)

published arXiv submissions: 100904
physics: 55667 (55.2% of total)
physics.gen-ph: 302 (from 246 submitters)
removals: 556 (from 420 submitters)
Sensitivity:
gen-ph: 266 / 293 = 91%
removals: 471 / 537 = 88%

(flagged by text analyzer,
confirmed by moderators;
removed non-english / too short)

Specificity:
47 strongly flagged, 128 secondary flagged
gives 175 / 100904 < 0.2% false positive rate
(i.e., (266+471) / 912 = 81% acceptance rate)

Submitted to:
gr-qc 31%
hep-th 17%
quant-ph 11%
astro-ph.CO 7%
math-ph 5%
hep-ph 5%
physics.class-ph 3%
physics.atom-ph 2%
physics.ed-ph 2%
cond-mat.stat-mech 1%
physics.hist-ph 1%
astro-ph.GA 1%
…

Can even improve Quality
discussion with R. Hoffman today at Ithaca airport
(and arXiv study of v2 vs v1:
refs added and other ‘crowdsourced’ improvements)

And certainly increases speed

or just last week:

(GW150914)

and it engages the public:

’

Exaggerated Differences
no, all physicists do not work in
experimental groups of thousands of people
and there is less competition ?!?!?!?
(another
obligatory
quote from
a former
US
president)

Heterogeneous Community
no, “physics” is not a monolithic community
mixture of completely different cultures
from low temp experiment
(adopted more slowly,
but then new materials)
to astrophysics,
to …

to mathematics
1509.05363 Erdős Discrepancy Problem
and
computer science
1512.03385 Deep Learning for Image Recognition
and ﬁnance
1511.09054 It's a Trap: Emperor Palpatine's Poison Pill
to …

Single-stop shopping?
useful to have aggregated
various data-mining applications
in principle, many could be federated via overlay
(e.g., OAI for metadata)

Technical Issues
library support on the edge
missing cutting edge dev
goal: amazon warehouse.
(comprehensive, better tools)

